RNA-RNA interactions to allow the trans-esterification reactions to occur (Moore et al., 1993; Nilsen, 1994).
The majority of the conserved residues are hydrophobic Unlike other major spliceosomal snRNAs, the U6 snRNA (blue), but two glycines (orange), an asparagine (orange), is transcribed by RNA polymerase III and remains in the two aspartic/glutamic acids (green), and an arginine/ nucleus, where the assembly of the U6 core-like domain lysine (red) are highly conserved. The crystal structure hence takes place (Baserga and Steitz, 1993) . reveals that the D 3 and B proteins have a common fold We report here the crystal structures of two Sm protein containing an N-terminal ␣ helix (helix A) followed by a complexes. These structures not only reveal the fold of strongly bent five-stranded antiparallel ␤ sheet (Figures the Sm proteins but also suggest how they assemble 2A-2C). Strands ␤1, ␤2, and ␤3 are part of the Sm1 into the core domain together with snRNA. We have motif, whereas the Sm2 motif forms strands ␤4 and ␤5. reported previously the crystal structures of U snRNPThe topology of the secondary structure elements in the specific proteins U1A and U2BЈЈ/U2AЈ, bound to their conserved hydrophobic residues (blue) pointing into the page in Figures 1B and 1C form a hydrophobic core.
Results and Discussion
The two halves of the sheet are staggered (Figures 2A  and 2C ), so that both surfaces of the ␤ sheet at the Structural Determination bottom right and top left corners in Figures 1B and 1C Fragments of the human D 3 (residues 1-75) and B (resiare exposed to the solvent. Strands ␤2, ␤3, and ␤4 are dues 1-91) proteins consisting predominantly of their strongly bent to allow the formation of the hydrophobic Sm motifs form a stable complex even in high salt. Cryscore, and the highly conserved Gly (orange) allows the tals of the complex in the orthorhombic space group severe bending of strand ␤2. As a result of this bending, P2 1 2 1 2 1 (a ϭ 108.3 Å , b ϭ 109.3 Å , c ϭ 111.2 Å ) grown the regular pattern of alternating internal and external from citrate buffer diffracted to 2.0 Å resolution on a residues characteristic of the ␤ strand breaks up in the synchrotron source. The crystal structure was determiddle of strands ␤3 and ␤4, where these strands form mined by multiple isomorphous replacement and has ␤ bulges with two consecutive external residues (D 3 : been refined at 2.0 Å resolution to an R factor of 21.3%
Ser-44/Asn-45, Glu-59/Gln-60; B: Cys-43/Asp-44, Glyand R free of 26.5% with good geometry (Table 1) barrel-like structure. Although the Sm proteins bear multiple isomorphous replacement and has been refined some topological and structural similarities to proteins at 2.5 Å resolution to an R factor of 25.8% and R free of containing a strongly bent ␤ sheet or ␤ barrel (SH3; 29.0% with good geometry (Table 2) The E, F, and G proteins can be immunoprecipitated their subunit interfaces ( Figure 3B ). This conclusion can together with anti-F polyclonal antibody, although neibe extended to the structure of the homologous E, F, ther E nor G alone nor F and G together could be precipiand G proteins and allows us to build a model of a higher tated by the same antibody (Raker et al., 1996 ). E and G or E and F can be coimmunoprecipitated with Y12 order assembly. lowered to result in an R factor of 21.3% and R free of 26.5% with good geometry (Table 1) .
Experimental Procedures
The D 
